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We would like to thank you for considering 
Buddha- Bar Beach Santorini as a venue to 
host your wedding, and also take this
opportunity to congratulate you both on your 
engagement.
Buddha –Bar Beach Santorini is the ideal place 
for an unforgettable wedding destination. The 
remarkable beauty of the island is worldwide 
known. Breathtaking views of the Aegean Sea 
the Caldera and the unique Sunset of
Santorini create the perfect scenery for a 
memorable wedding for you and your guests!
It will be our pleasure working with you both, 
to help create the perfect bespoke Wedding 
Celebration. Our team will be here to assist 
you each step of the way
Wishing you both a life time of Happiness
together 

Yours Sincerely,
Buddha - Bar Beach Santorini

CONGRATULATIONS
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BUDDHA-BAR BEACH SANTORINI
Buddha – Bar Beach Santorini is located in the picturesque village of Imerovigli, part of La Maltese 
5-star boutique Hotel, an exceptional setting to create unforgettable memories!
In a historic location of Imerovigli, 250 meters above sea level against the awe-inspiring backdrop 
celebrate the happiest day of your life in the most romantic place in the world and top it all up with a 
wedding ceremony under the opulent canopy and a wedding reception in the chic Buddha-Bar Beach 
Santorini. 
Wow your guests with the cosmopolitan environment of Buddha-Bar Beach Santorini at La Maltese 
Estate, a tantalizing bespoke menu, the sparkling pizazz of champagne and the remarkable views 
from the top of the caldera. 
Prepare your wedding early with the help of the Buddha-Bar Beach Santorini and La Maltese Estate 
experts, who will assist you in designing a fairy tale wedding.
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OUR PHILOSOPHY“Our aim is to make you feel relaxed and enjoy the 

uniqueness of this special day with your friends 

and family creating life lasting memories!”

In order to accomplished that our professional yet 

friendly staff take pleasure in being part of this

special day of yours. Mr. Aggelos Telkis our

experienced Manager with his dedicated event 

team will look after every aspect and detail of your 

wedding venue allowing you and your guests to 

enjoy your evening.

At Buddha- Bar Beach Santorini we believe your 

wedding day should be exactly as you have always 

imagined. Whether it is intimate or grand, a

ceremony or a reception (or both), we will set the 

scene for your special day.

Are you ready to share moments of a great time 

with your friends and loved ones? Are you ready to 

believe in magic? Then let your steps take you to the 

wonderful Buddha-Bar Beach Santorini!
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CIVIL CEREMONY
Perfectly set in an idyllic setting why, not consider getting married at Buddha-Bar Beach Santo-
rini at La Maltese Estate? In the higher point of Imerovigli overlooking the amazing view, 
spectacular sunsets and surrounded by your most lovable people is the ideal scenery to say “I 
do. Set in the upper terrace of the property we can hold a ceremony for up to 80 seated guests
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WEDDING PACKAGESAt Buddha-Bar Beach
Santorini we understand that
planning a wedding can 
sometimes become complicated 
and stressful by the many
aspects that need to be
organized to make your
wedding day as unique as you. 
Keeping this in mind we have 
created different packages while
retaining personal choice and 
flexibility in the planning of your 
wedding day.
Your personal wedding
specialist will always be in every 
step of the way to discuss your 
requirements and recommend a 
package suitable for you.
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Flavor
Our chef Giorgos Moumouris has prepared an 
extensive collection of menus from
Mediterranean to Pacific Rim cuisine to meet 
your requirements. The secret of our cuisine lies 
not only in the high quality of our ingredients 
but also in the different cooking methods from 
our experienced team. 

Buddha-Bar Beach Santorini offers a variety of 
formal and informal dining choices carefully 
designed to ensure that are customized to your 
unique specifications.

What about drinks

Special attention has been also paid to the
creation of our drink lists. From alcohol free 
cocktails to wines from all over the world,
champagnes and of course the Buddha-Bar
signature cocktails inspired by the colors of the 
world, ensure a list that will impress not only 
you but also your guests!
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One of the success key elements of Buddha-Bar Beach concept is music and venue planning. Our team of 
experts will help to choose the ideal entertainment for your special day from Dj, string bands, live music 
band, dancers etc.

ENTERTAINMENT
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THEME
WEDDINGS
At Buddha –Bar Beach
Santorini we seek your
wedding to be unforgettable 
and unique.
So we have noticed that 
Themed wedding are
becoming popular the past 
years. An ideal proposal for 
couples wishing to balance 
their personal aesthetic and 
add a theme element that 
will give their guests
something to remember!
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VENUE
DESCRIPTION

At Buddha-Bar Beach Santorini at La Maltese Estate you have 
the opportunity to choose any of our event spaces according to 
your needs
• Main Lobby, 120sq. m. for indoor dining
• Ground floor outside Veranda, 350sq.m.
• Champagne and Shisha Sunset Lounge 35sq.m.
• Upper Terrace 120sq.m.
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HOW TO RESERVE
When you have decided to hold your wedding reception with us a 50% deposit is required to confirm the wedding date. The
remaining balance must be paid 60 days prior the arrival to guarantee the reservation. Any additional services and extra guests 
(final number) participants should be settled one-month prior the event. All deposits are non- refundable in case of cancellation, 
no-show, prior departure, guestsnumber reduction. Moreover, there will be no refund or offset-balance of the amount difference 
with other products-services. The management reserves the right to alter or amend any details in the brochure without notice; but 
will make every effort to notify guests of any changes

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Ceremony & Reception Hours: -The duration of the ceremony is 30 minutes and can take place between 17:00-19:00 (19:00 canbe 
the last one). -The duration of the reception-party is 5 hours starting right after theceremony
-Music and sound system in outside verandas by DJ until 00:00 - after we move the party inside the lobby area and may continue 
the party until 02:00. 
-The exclusive use of the Restaurant on the day of the event, or any extra hours requested will be under discussion depending on 
the attendants and the seasonality

SAFETY POLICY
 -Swimming pool use cannot be used during the setup, the event or after it - any accident might cause is on guests own
responsibility. -Sky lanterns are not allowed. -Fireworks are not allowed from La Maltese’s premises. However, after special
permission from the local authorities and with your own or your wedding planner’s responsibility can be allowed from a different 
place and until 22:00. 



TAXATION AND LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
 Due to the smooth operation of our business and for your own protection, kindly note that before the commencement of the event 
all the necessary documents (invoices and delivery notes for flowers, candles and anything else you bring to our place, hiring
musicians or anyone else you hire for that night) must be presented to the Hotel Manager of our hotel in order these to become
accepted to our place. This aims to the smooth operation of the event, as La Maltese is not liable in case of possible check by the 
competent authorities of the state. Furthermore, in case of a live band, drone, fire show or any other special request, a permission 
has to be first given by La Maltese. In this case additional fees will apply and the cost will depend on the request

ADDITIANAL SERVICES WITH EXTRA COST
 - If party requests extension on extra hours before the ceremony, between the ceremony and reception or after the reception until 
02:00, additional fee may apply. (Staff extra cost / F&B costs /details will be settled on site during the pre-event meeting).
 - All extra consumptions are charged and paid the day of check out directly by the guest.
 - Sound music system & wireless microphone can be provided with an extra fee. 
- DJ can be provided with an extra fee. 
- Shisha & Cigars can be provided with an extra fee
- Sushi Bar & Oyster Bar can be provided with an extra fee. 
- Maintenance & property recovery cost depends on the venue setup arrangements, for ceremony & reception, agreed on the
pre-event meeting.

CHILDRENS POLICY
Kids must be supervised at all times as the hotel is nested on the cliff side. Parents or supervisors must comply with internal hotel 
policy and appropriate behavior.
 -Children from 0-6 years old – will be free of charge (up to 4 children) if they choose the same menu as the adults. -Children from 
6-12 years old – will be charged with a 50 % discount if they choose the same menu as the adults or they can choose the children’s 
menu. -Children over 12 years old – will be considered and charged as an adult.



buddhabarbeachsantorini.com
info@buddhabarbeachsantorini.com

Imerovigli, Santorini, Greece 84700
0030 2108946204

Contact Details


